Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 5

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. attack
3. a substance that causes illness
7. to leap suddenly onto in order to capture
9. to take turns
10. to make happen
11. quantity
14. to stay away from
15. to show anger on one's face
16. related to a king or a queen
20. a device that controls the flow of water
22. a small, shallow dish
24. a sale at which people bid for items
26. one who lacks courage
27. a favorite place to spend time
28. ruin

Down
1. to declare publicly
2. sureness and confidence in manner
4. faithful
5. the eighth month of the year
6. to spread out in all directions
8. untrue
9. clumsy
12. damp
13. a tall building
17. to stand about idly
18. the act of putting into motion
19. mischievous
21. to wear out completely
23. hesitate
25. one sixteenth of a pound